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ABSTRACT
Diagnostic radiology reports are increasingly being made available to patients and their family members. However, these reports are not typically comprehensible to lay recipients, impeding effective communication about report findings. In this paper, we present three studies informing the design of a prototype to foster patient–clinician communication about radiology report content. First, analysis of questions posted in online health forums helped us identify patients’ information needs. Findings from an elicitation study with seven radiologists provided necessary domain knowledge to guide prototype design. Finally, a clinical field study with 14 pediatric patients, their parents and clinicians, revealed positive responses of each stakeholder when using the prototype to interact with and discuss the patient’s current CT or MRI report and allowed us to distill three use cases: co-located communication, preparing for the consultation, and reviewing radiology data. We draw on our findings to discuss design considerations for supporting each of these use cases.
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INTRODUCTION
Growing evidence suggests that patients are increasingly interested in timely, easy, and full access to all personal health data [29,30,37]. Following the passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 [13], healthcare organizations have begun to increase access to medical imaging data through personal health record technology such as online patient portals, so as to provide all diagnostic health data in the patient’s electronic medical record. Results of diagnostic radiology imaging studies, such as computerized tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies, represent an important type of medical record data, and play a critical role in diagnosing complicated diseases (e.g., brain tumors, lung cancers).

Radiology reports, which consist of a semi-structured, written text report describing a large volume of image files, serve to communicate radiologists’ interpretation of imaging findings to referring physicians [18]. While communication around radiology report findings has historically been focused on interactions between the interpreting radiologist and the referring physician, ongoing trends toward patient access to their health data place new demands on clinicians to consider the lay recipients of these reports [4].

Patient portals, via electronic health records (EHR), already allow for direct patient access to this data [14], yet patients’ current use of diagnostic radiology data is significantly limited due to the technical nature of the report content [27], preventing them from making meaning of it and engaging in effective communication about clinical findings.
We describe a formative study focused on the design of interactive tools to support non-expert patients and their family members in navigating and communicating about reports related to two types of radiology studies: CT and MRI scans. Through qualitative analysis of questions posted in online health forums, we identified patients’ common information needs related to these reports. We then conducted a knowledge elicitation study with seven radiologists to guide the design of content-based features for a subsequent prototype. We applied principles gleaned through both our qualitative question analysis and domain expert study to design and develop a prototype through which 14 adolescent oncology patients, their parents, and their clinicians interacted with the patient’s current diagnostic report during a clinical consultation. Our information needs assessment, knowledge elicitation study, prototype, and feedback sessions are components in a single design exploration. Through this multi-component exploration, we make the following contributions:

1. A preliminary design for interactive diagnostic radiology reporting tools supporting collaborative review of report data, informed by an iterative process to identify patients’ needs and radiologists’ recommendations.

2. Findings from a field study in a pediatric oncology setting, detailing responses to our tools and the preferences and scenarios emerging from use of the tools by adolescent patients, their parents, and their oncologists when reviewing the patient’s current report.

3. Discussion of the preferences and recommendations of domain experts for designing tools to support young patients in interacting with diagnostic radiology reports, based on usage of our report prototype and qualitative feedback.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Patient-Centered Radiology Reporting

Advances in health information technology, coupled with general interest in patient-centered radiology reporting, have culminated in the provision of direct patient access to their imaging data through electronic patient portals [4,7,15,31]. The medical community is well aware of the benefits of allowing patients to access and review their health data, including the patients’ ability to better educate themselves about their health, act on the data in a timely way, and prepare for doctor visits [29,34]. Patients too are eager to access their radiology data. In a survey study, Basu et al. found that most patients undergoing CT and MRI tests expressed strong preferences for receiving results of the study within a few hours of the procedure [3]. While some hospitals have begun to allow patients to directly view radiology reports through the web portal, the technical nature of the language used in the report continues to present a barrier to patient’s accessing this data [27].

To reduce this barrier, efforts in clinical informatics research adopt natural language processing (NLP) techniques to provide on-the-fly explanations of salient concepts extracted from radiology reports. For example, based on analysis of frequent words and word pairs from 100 knee MRI reports, the PORTER prototype system demonstrated the use of a predefined glossary to provide hyperlinks that support instant retrieval of definitions as well as accompanying images [24]. Arnold et al. demonstrated an integrated radiology patient portal interface which uses the cTAKES knowledge extraction NLP module [1] to automatically identify and extract medical concepts from the Impression section of an unstructured report [2]. In addition to providing lay and clinician-specific descriptions of medical terms, the portal system emphasized educating patients to help them understand the reason for undergoing an imaging study, and how to review radiology images. While these systems show promising approaches to support patient’s understanding of their report content, they are designed to support data review outside of the clinical environment. In contrast, we explore opportunities to support in situ review of radiology imaging data with clinicians.

Patient-Clinician Communication about Electronic Health Record Data

Good communication, one that is particularly patient-centered, in clinical consultations has proven to be effective in areas affecting patient understanding, trust, decision-making, satisfaction and other outcomes associated with improved health [8,32,33]. In diagnostic radiology [3], communication of imaging results is considered an important yet challenging task. While patients strongly prefer immediate access to test results through patient portals [11,16], Johnson suggests that such results can best be communicated in the clinical setting: i) the patient may become anxious when reading their report, ii) assessing what the patient does and does not understand is most effectively done in person, iii) radiologists are unaware of patient’s larger medical context, and iv) referring physicians, through their continuing relationship with patients, can provide the most tailored and appropriate advice [15]. However, there are no systems to support communication of diagnostic radiology imaging results in the clinic.

Previous research in HCI has addressed opportunities to improve aspects of patient-clinician communication about EHR data in the clinical setting, and could inform the design of tools to support communication of radiology data. One line of research addressed gaps in patient knowledge about the care process through the design of displays to deliver timely information. Wilcox et al. proposed and piloted a design for large, patient-centric information displays to keep emergency department patients informed about the status of their care using data in the patients electronic record [35], while Pfeifer Vardoulakis and colleagues prototyped mobile displays for a similar purpose [25]. Bickmore et al. introduced a bedside mobile kiosk through which an animated virtual nurse agent teaches low-literacy hospital patients about their post discharge care plan [5]. These studies demonstrated novel techniques for presenting medical
information to patients to aid them in understanding their care, to supplement their interactions with their care team. While most HCI research emphasizes the need to support patient education in the clinic, Unruh et al. [34] and later, Miller et al. [22] found through their clinical field work that support for patient information spaces and shared patient–clinician interactions with medical information is lacking, yet critical to the clinical work of both patients and family members. One system demonstrating how shared patient–clinician interaction with medical data might be realized is AnatOnMe, a handheld, projection-based prototype system designed to allow doctors to project selected medical images, such as x-rays, directly onto the patient's body [23]. While the AnatOnMe system was found to be engaging to use and promoted understanding of injury-specific information, it was designed for specific types of musculoskeletal images, rather than complex forms of “difficult to see” anatomy. In our study, we sought to introduce tools to enable shared interaction with diagnostic imaging data between patients, their family members and their physicians.

STUDIES
In the following sections, we describe lessons learned from 1) an online health forum analysis, and 2) a knowledge elicitation study. We then show how results of our first two studies informed the design decisions embodied in a prototype application supporting collaborative review and communication of radiology report content. Finally, we report findings from a field study in which we elicited responses to the prototype by presenting adolescent cancer patients and their parents with the patient’s current CT or MRI report, using our prototype, during a clinical consultation.

ONLINE HEALTH FORUM STUDY (S1)
To gauge users’ general information needs concerning radiology reports, we analyzed questions people ask about their CT and MRI reports. Our decision to focus on questions is supported by Zhang’s [37] definition of questions in the context of consumer health information searching: a “manifestation of a person’s information need arising from an intention to fulfill his or her knowledge gaps.” Thus, we treat questions in online health communities as posters’ attempts to resolve knowledge gaps resulting from technical medical language used in radiology reports.

We performed a thematic analysis of a total of 480 posts collected from four different online health communities: medhelp.com [20], healthboard.com [12], csncancer.org [9], and reddit.com [26]. We chose these communities based on their relevance as determined by the recency (latest observed activity within last 10 days) of question posts related to radiology reports. We first extracted 1656 posts based on radiology-specific targeted keywords (e.g., reports, scan, CT, MRI, etc.) from the four websites over January–May 2016. To match our study population, we isolated post content that includes questions involving CT and MRI reports, while excluding other modalities (e.g., ultrasound, mammograms, X-Rays, etc.) as well as content pertaining to seeking social support.

Beginning with iterative coding of 936 posts sampled from the original corpus, two coders, C1 and C2, developed a codebook consisting of 23 themes characterizing types of questions posted on the websites (Table 1). We clustered these themes under four topics: interpretation of the report content, about the test, healthcare process, and diagnosis and illness experience. A third (C3) and fourth coder (C4) independently coded 50 posts randomly sampled from the original corpus to check for exhaustiveness of the themes (for a total of 100). Once confirming that the themes were comprehensive, C1 and C2 independently coded the same set of 100 posts to test for inter-rater agreement (80%). Once resolving any disagreements, C1 and C2 independently coded 380 posts (190 each) to conclude the analysis. In the end, we discarded 80 posts for lack of relevance.

Results
Below, we present findings organized by four topics that arose from the analysis. In doing so, we highlight the most salient themes within each, and follow with discussion.

Interpretation of report content (S1a)
Our analysis of online forums revealed that posters turn to these channels to make sense of their imaging data by sharing certain parts of the report content. In particular, people posted questions to seek an interpretation of certain sections (mostly impressions and findings) of the report content (15.75%), a specific phrase or sentence in the report (4.75%), or an image of a scanned body region (4.75%). Posters often asked non-specific questions (e.g., please help [...], interpret [...], etc.) along with significant parts of their report copy-pasted verbatim. For example, a post seeking clarification of a specific phrase reads:

“Please help- what does it mean- a) 'parenchymal fibrosis is identified overlying' b) 'Cardiac size increased with CT 0.61.' Do I need further investigations? and is this serious.”

Yet another seeks interpretation of an image with a direct link to the file:

“Can someone help me determine what the mri is seeing. http://pastebo***.co/dagn***.jpg”

About the test (S1b)
Posters also asked questions concerning the process of undergoing an imaging study. Mostly, they were concerned about the risks or hazards associated with a test (7.75%), inquired about the diagnostic abilities of a specific test (4.25%), and sought comparison among individual test results (4%). For example, a post expressing concern about risks reads:
“I am quite concerned with the number of CT scans that I have had, and honestly speaking all of them have been unnecessary. I would like to know what my risk is for any radiation damage or increased risk of cancers because of all of these scans?”

**Healthcare process (S1c)**
Other common concerns that posters expressed were related to understanding their health care process. Lack of sufficient information about the healthcare process led people to ask about what they should be doing or asking next (8.75%) and seek help in making decisions about their healthcare options (6.25%). For example, a post seeking help deciding what question to ask their doctor asks:

“I had an MRI of the head and spine and I am looking for some direction on the results or questions I should ask my Neuro before I go in and see him.”

**Diagnosis and illness experience (S1d)**
Finally, difficulty making sense of the diagnosis and illness experience led people to seek help understanding their current illness experience (15.25%) and the prognosis associated with the diagnosis (11%).

The profusion of technical medical terminology in reports certainly hinders patient understanding. Yet, technical terms account for only some of the complexity of these reports—particular linguistic expressions containing technical terms add additional complexity, and without proper guidance from clinical experts, terms can be misinterpreted even with the use of high-quality term-definition tools. This is supported by the higher prevalence of questions we found in S1a regarding inferencing meaning from whole sections (15.75%) or phrases (4.75%) as opposed to medical terms alone (2.25%).

More importantly, the context necessary to clarify specific terms and phrases is not limited to the report document. Dominant themes in S1b-d show that posters are not only concerned about the difficulty understanding the report content, but often desire relevant information in the context of receiving the imaging procedure, including certain risks associated with the radiology exam, next steps in the health care process, and illness experience. We draw from these contextually relevant information needs to inform the design of content structure and types of information to include in the prototype. This question of inferring meaning of medical terminologies from its surrounding context motivated our second study, as well as subsequent decisions that led to the design of our prototype.

**DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION STUDY (S2)**

We focused next on capturing essential types of information that could be communicated through a typical radiology report. First, we sought to understand the range of common concepts embedded in the language used by clinicians who write these reports. To do this, we treat commonly-occurring phrases in the report content as ground truth, then validate their meaning with practicing radiologists. We began the study by applying text-processing techniques to mine the top 200 frequently occurring 5-grams from ap-

---

1 n-grams refer to NLP terminology that denotes a string of consecutive words that are used for text analytics. Our decision to use n-grams as a proxy for understanding radiology report content is guided in part by [19].
proximately 205,250 unstructured radiology reports, comprising 78,221 CT and 127,029 MRI reports of the head, chest, and abdomen—modifying the 5-grams as necessary to remove extraneous words. After removing any redundancies, we randomly sampled 20 commonly-occurring 5-grams and used them as basis for the elicitation study. The radiologist co-author of this paper aided in the development of an initial set of 10 concept categories, including reference to body part, size (measure), comparison between reports, comparison within report, presence or absence of evidence, uncertainty, significance, suggestion, technique, and follow-up. We prepared a paper packet containing materials necessary to elicit domain specific knowledge about the 20 phrases. Each page included a representative phrase, three excerpts to show their usage in actual reports, and the concept categories.

We recruited seven radiologists with varying levels of experience, including five attending radiologists (mean=8.8 yrs) and two fellows in training (mean=7.5 mos). We handed the packets containing common phrases to each participant and asked them to select concept categories that most closely match the meaning implied by each phrase in question. While categorizing, we asked the radiologists to provide comments that would help clarify the meaning of each phrase. Additionally, we solicited comments on the comprehensiveness of the provided concept categories—modifying the list as necessary. Eventually, we refined the concept category list to 13 concepts: reference to body part or organ system, appearance (size, density), comparison between reports, comparison within report, presence of evidence, absence of evidence, uncertainty, certainty, significance, diagnosis, technique, suggestion for follow up, and recommendation for follow-up. The elicitation study session lasted about an hour for each participant.

Conversations with the radiologists revealed insights about certain structural consistencies observed in typical radiology report content. We learned that the Impression section contains the most important findings listed in the order of importance, effectively acting as a summary of the entire report. We also learned how radiologists communicate uncertainty to referring physicians. Radiologists explained that they use phrases such “clinical correlation is needed”, “if there is continued clinical suspicion”, or “in the appropriate clinical setting” to indicate that additional clinical data (e.g., evidence from another study, lab or physical exam) is needed to reach a diagnosis that cannot be made by that imaging study alone.

Such phrases serve to show that uncertainty is in fact common, because a report is intended to be taken together with other clinical findings—it is part of the interpreting radiologist’s duty to address a clinical question that would then provide guidance to the referring physician to evaluate the patient’s health [18]. Thus, despite findings from S1a showing ample evidence of patient information needs directed toward understanding and reviewing their report content, we were convinced that focusing on “technical-to-lay” language translation of the radiology report as the driving design goal would be insufficient in meeting patients’ needs. Instead, we support some aspects of the translation, to scaffold patients and their family members’ participation in clinical conversations about radiology reports, while also aiming to support co-located, synchronous communication in the clinic.

**DESIGNING INTERACTIVE PATIENT-CENTERED RADIOLoGY REPORT**

From findings uncovered in S1 and S2, we constructed the following list of design goals.

*Structure and organize report content to simplify navigation.* Difficulty interpreting content in specific sections of the report was the largest barrier to patients in reading their report (S1a). We learned through conversations with radiologists that structural patterns exist in the report that highlight salient details of the findings. We distilled these structural patterns through our large-scale report analysis (S2) and multiple iterations with radiologists, and used them to organize the user interface into specific tabs and user interface panels to aid reading and navigation of the report.

*Enable contextualized selection of report content to associate content fragments with questions and discussion topics.* Enabling patients and family members to identify what in the report (S1a) they wish to clarify or discuss with clinicians is an integral part of report interpretation. We sought to design interactions that permit selection and tagging of terms and phrases in the report, through minimal touches and pairing of selected content fragments with annotations and questions tags in the report user interface.

*Clarity medical jargon within the clinical context.* Although web services exist to provide consumer friendly explanations for medical terms, our social media analysis in S1 suggests that patients still turn to online health communities in order to better understand the context necessary to make sense of the radiology data. S2 showed that much of this context cannot be obtained outside of the clinical consultation. We strive in our design to assist the user in obtaining a basic understanding of medical terminology, while not divorcing the text from the clinical history it exists within.

*Permit caregiver awareness of patients’ points of interest to support situated, co-constructed information understanding among family caregivers, patients, and clinical caregivers.* For clinicians to effectively communicate about report content, a clinician must assess what patients or family members already know—essentially, what ground have they covered in the report, and what portions of the report constitute regions of interest that could be useful starting points for collaborative review, discussion and cultivating shared knowledge.
Prototype Design
We designed a web application with a touch-based user interface that was formatted for interaction on a Microsoft Surface tablet, and designed to handle written content of a CT or MRI study. We did not include support for viewing images of the CT or MRI scan in the current prototype. Below, we describe the prototype through the features that we developed based on our design goals, noting how each feature supports user interaction with the radiology report.

Information Cards
The application scans a .txt radiology report for words or phrases that need definitions or further clarification. These words and phrases came from a predefined list, which was constructed from the text analysis in S2 and curated by the radiologist co-author. Words were later added to the list on a case-by-case basis if initial review of a patient’s report by the radiologist revealed critical medical text missed by our prototype. Identified words are linked to a unique information card and become clickable in the prototype. When linked text is clicked, the information card appears on the far right-hand side of the screen, similar to how search engines such as Google and Yahoo! currently present their healthcare information. Information cards contain a definition, an explanation, or a diagram. Definitions are used to simplify medical jargon. Explanations are used to clarify complex phrases, while diagrams are used to give patients a visual understanding of physical and spatial references, such as the physical angle of the scan, and specific anatomical areas imaged. In such an event, we turned to alternative web sources verifying with the radiologist of the team the accuracy of the information.

About the Exam
About the Exam (Figure 2a) highlights all text in the radiology report related to the imaging process: type of test, reason, and technique. Content is obtained from the original report by scraping the text according to structural features highlighted by radiologists interviewed in Study 2. Additional content, Risk/Safety of test, is added to the section to give patients a holistic view of her scan. The risk/safety statement was hardcoded by our team's radiologist.
Figure 3. My Notes. Each content fragment appears in a (d) note card; user can add a (e) comment, (f) question, or mark a g) favorite note card.

**Summary**
The Summary (Figure 2b) provides a list of all the important findings as well as recommendations and follow-ups, sorted in order of significance. These findings directly reflect the Impressions section of the original radiology report, with a title more easily understood by patients.

**Full Report**
The full report is a duplication of the original CT or MRI scan report in its entirety. Patients can use this page to view and interact with all content (information cards are available and history captures user-selected content).

**My Notes**
My Notes (Figure 3) keeps a history of every information card the patient triggered. A box containing the word, the sentence the word appeared in, and buttons for further interaction, appear in a list (one for every clicked word) on the right-hand side of the screen (Figure 3d–g). Each word or phrase gives the patient the ability to add a question, comment, or favorite. All comments, questions, and favorites are stored on the screen for later viewing by patients, their accompanying family members, or clinicians.

**History**
History allows users to step through every word or phrase they clicked on, in the order that they clicked them. As the user steps through their interaction history, the word or phrase that was clicked is highlighted in context of the full report (e.g., bringing focus to region of the selected term) and other instances of the word or phrase also highlighted.

**FIELD STUDY (S3)**

**Setting and Recruitment**
We conducted a field study at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA) spanning two Cancer and Blood Disorders Centers, following IRB approval, with adolescent oncology patients and their parents, from July-Aug 2016. A total of 14 patients (mean age=15.4; female=4) and 14 accompanying parents (mean age=39.1; female=11) were recruited through convenience sampling guided by clinician recommendation. All patients suffered from some form of cancer and blood disorders. A total of five oncologists, with varied experience ranging from three to 36 years (mean=18 yrs.) cared for participating patients, and all five used the prototype in clinical consultations and participated in discussions about practical considerations and use cases envisioned through the prototype features. All patient participants fit the inclusion criteria approved by the IRB: between ages of 13–17”, have the mental capability to participate (determined by the patient’s clinician); and speak English. While not explicitly excluded from this study, clinicians were hesitant to suggest patients with negative test results. Thus, all participants had scans that indicated a normal or unchanged state in their diagnosis as compared to their previous scan result.

**Procedure**
If patient-parent pairs indicated to their doctors (privately) their willingness to be approached by researchers, we introduced ourselves, explained the study, and obtained assent from patients, consent from their parents, and HIPAA authorization. At the participating clinician’s discretion, we acquired the most recent patient CT or MRI scan report, the scan was conducted and the report completed during the same patient visit, then promptly reviewed by the oncologist, and subsequently uploaded in our prototype.

We first demonstrated the features of the prototype by performing a guided tutorial using a sample radiology report to allow patients and their family members to learn and try out the technology using the sample report before reviewing their own data. We then loaded the recent report into the prototype and allowed the user to interact with the device unguided. We solicited responses from the patient with a few short questions throughout their interaction, to structure feedback. When the patient had completed independent evaluation of the prototype, we observed the clinician joining in to discuss the report with the patient and their family, as part of a typical consultation. Following the consultation, we performed a semi-structured interview with the patient and parents. All proceedings were audio recorded and observational notes were taken throughout by the researchers.

**Patients who participated in our study get frequent scans (approx. once every three months) and our decision to focus on this age range is motivated by hospital policy that adolescents 13 and above can access their electronic health record data.**
Analysis

All audio recordings were transcribed verbatim and then coded for qualitative themes. Two researchers followed an iterative, inductive coding method, developing new themes until no new codes emerged. The analyses resulted in seven broad primary themes: current use patterns, challenges interacting with report data, desired information, context of use, information access and control, and communication with the doctor. We then split the transcripts along these primary themes and iteratively coded each primary theme had an agreed-upon list of subthemes. Two researchers used subthemes to encode all transcripts, ensuring coverage of all topics present in the documents.

PROTOTYPE FEEDBACK

Most parents in our study had prior exposure to radiology reports, and a moderate level of familiarity with the report content. Ten out of 13 parents who responded to questions about record-keeping, keep copies, and read each full report about their child; four parents (P1, P6, P10, and P11) told us that they take notes in the clinic. Two teen patients (T3, T13) said they had read their own radiology report prior to participating in our study. In reporting on findings, we refer to clinicians, parents and teens with the labels C, P and T (e.g., C1, P2, and T2). Below we share results of patient and parent responses to individual design features and information types presented in the prototype.

Information Cards

Of all information types presented to the participants, the ability to quickly view definitions and related diagrams in the information cards yielded uniformly positive responses (T&P:1, 3–5, 7–14). Several patient–parent pairs indicated that the expediency of retrieving medical term definitions afforded an overall improved reading experience. T13 shared his excitement: “I mean, it's definitely easier, some of these terms for how they actually do the scan, the different views at which they're actually scanning it in.” His excitement stemmed from the convenience of not needing to search for medical terms. “It definitely helps a lot [when] trying to figure [things] out, because before you'd have to go on Google or another search engine just to look it up.”

Besides the convenience of faster information retrieval, providing definitions in our self-contained application ensured that definitions came from a trusted source. T5 told us, “It makes it a lot easier, rather than taking the effort to look it up and then find a reliable website to look at, that has factual information.” P1 saw that accessing verified information within the report could overcome a communication barrier when asking questions about her child’s health. She reflected on her prior experience with a physician who questioned the veracity of the information source: “I think that might be the most beneficial things for a parent. I didn't like having to Google and kind of try to pick apart what was [there]. Once she was diagnosed at home I came in with questions that [oncologist] probably was like, ‘Where are you getting all this from?’”

Summary

Most participants (T&P:1, 5–6, 8, 12–13) had positive comments about the summary page. Teen patients especially seemed to like the summary feature for its simplicity. T12 told us, “That’s the full report, that’s boring. You want to go to the summary.” While interacting with the prototype, T5 commented that the summary content was easier to understand. “I think it's pretty cool. This part, the summary, is cool to me because I can understand it, what it means.”

Many parents commented on prior experiences encountering difficulty navigating the report content (P1, P3, P5–6, P9 and P13). For example, P1 recalled her initial encounter with her daughter’s radiology report: “It was detailed. I was like: I don’t know what I’m looking at. I didn’t really know how to navigate [it] in that form.” We also encountered participants who read the report without any guidance. P6, for example, said “I usually go straight to the source and I'm like, ‘Just give me the whole thing, and I'll just dig through and find it myself.’”

While the intended purpose of the Impression section in a radiology report is to communicate the interpreting radiologist’s overall ‘impression’ (or assessment) of findings in the image to referring physicians, changing the label from Impressions to Summary seemed to provide reassurance to the patient and parent participants’ understanding of the section content. P13, for example, told us: “I think, for me and for my wife, I think we comprehended that that was the overall assessment of what were our findings. What did this MRI test tell us? I think we did understand that, but [as] a summary as opposed to an impression.”

P1 and P13 considered summary section important because they knew their doctors pay significant attention to it. Once moving to the summary, P1 shared: “I actually like it. I was telling her that this is my favorite page right here, that summary […] I want to know what’s the most pressing based on the doctors that looked at the report.”

My Notes

Our analysis of interview results and observations of patient and parent responses to the My Notes feature revealed that these features supported participants’ memory and coordination of their participation (e.g., turn-taking) when engaging in medical conversations with the doctor. T12 told us that the notes would help him keep track of follow up instructions. “He told you about six or seven things, you'd lose track of all of them. You could do it on this and just write them all down in notes.”

When we asked why she liked the My Notes feature, P1 told us that the ability to write notes already referencing relevant parts of the report can be particularly helpful when trying to remember what was said about a specific term: “Not remembering what they told me about a certain part of the report. When I get it home and I will look at it, if it's axial or whatever the word is, I get flustered.”
Patient and parent participants appreciated the ability to digitally interact with the text in the report. P9 shared her excitement about how the prototype encouraged shared viewing and construction of meaning via referencing: “Just sitting with the doctor and looking through it...right now it's we talk about the test and then she hands it to me, and then we leave you know? It's not really talked about you know.”

We observed T11, who typed notes on the prototype as both he and P11 (mother) asked C5 questions bookmarked on the My Notes section, coordinating their participation in the conversation. The following excerpt of the interview transcript shows how the My Notes feature helped participants’ management of turn-taking; as C5 begins to answer T11’s question, P11 indicates her intention to ask a question about the next word while T11 write notes (Figure 1).

C5: “That's a good question. [...] That's what Gadavist is. That's the chemical that looks white on the MRI.”

T11: (starts typing notes) “I should take notes for this.”

P11: “Can we skip down to the one I had a question about?”

T11: (pointing at the word “Gadavist”) “Can you explain this, because I forgot that fast?”

C5: “It's the chemical that looks white in the brain MRI. It shows where the brain filter is leaking. Okay?”

P11: (scrolling down, then pointing at the word Leptomeningeal) “What does that mean?”

USE CASES AND DISCUSSION
The previous sections looked at patient responses to information types and design features presented in the prototype. We now turn to share notable findings from in-depth discussions involving patients, their family members and participating clinicians about certain scenarios of use in which stakeholders further contemplated and commented about practical considerations. Analyses of the patient-parent-clinician interaction revealed additional use cases for which different features could play a significant role. The discussions about specific use cases provided further insight into how the individual information types and design features of the proposed technology could fit in the clinical workflow.

We share three such use cases: facilitating co-located communication in the clinic preparing for the consultation, and supporting collaborative review.

Co-located Communication
Earlier we showed how interactive components of the My Notes feature supported patient- and parent-driven, co-located, and simultaneous interaction with the report, during the consultation. In the clinic, the interaction with the report led to dynamic interspersing of report interaction and both patient- and clinician-led discussions. Interestingly, these discussions started out focusing on technical concepts, but we observed that patient and parent participants drew on technical knowledge to ask about symptoms, disease process and treatment.

We found that, in practice, clinicians reference the full report prior to the consultation, yet use images of the patient’s body to supplement the conversation. C5’s comment illustrates this point well: “I'll actually take a picture of it [screenshot of the scan] and I'll show them and translate what I think is difficult. I [also] read the text, but then present the pictures to explain what they're talking about, especially if there is a change.”

We also observed that when answering questions, clinicians alternated between sketching, and physically referenced areas of their and the patient’s bodies, to demonstrate certain visuospatial concepts. We observed both C3 and C5 sketching the relevant body region and internal structures on a drawing board and bed sheet, to shift between shared prototype interaction with the patient, sketching, and physical body references to orient the patient and situate sketched explanations. C3 used regions of the patient’s body to demonstrate the anatomical concepts that imply directionality.

Pulling up an abstracted graphical representation of the human anatomy [6] could provide a backdrop to scaffold sketching while explaining report concepts. However, techniques focused on browsing anatomical images alone are insufficient. In the pediatric clinic, multi-party human-human communication involving the minor patient, their accompanying parent and physician is unavoidable. In this case, systems that provide support for effective turn management [10] via user- and system-driven cues could be a compelling approach. As illustrated by T11 and P11’s interactions with the My Notes feature, opportunities exist for patient and parent pairs to engage in fruitful medical conversations through the use of interactive user-directed cues that reference specific parts of the report, as well as system-directed cues supported by auto-linked graphical depictions.

Preparing for the Consultation
In-depth discussions about communication also revealed another important use case: preparing for the consultation. Both patients and parents expressed a strong desire to access the report data immediately after the exam or at a time prior to their consultation, to better contemplate and construct questions prior to the consultation. P3 expressed her complaint, “If he's having a scan today, I would like to know the results of it today versus next week when I'm not here, so I can ask the doctor those questions.” P7 described the ability to better accumulate questions related to the report, “If we had the opportunity to look at that before we saw the doctors, we might have more questions.” P13 reflected on the usefulness of being able to record and send questions as they occur, “I think it’d be real helpful to have in advance, just that way if I had two or three questions, or [spouse] had, or [T13] has two or three questions, we can even send them ahead of time.”

Access to radiology findings prior to clinical consultation was often met with resistance from clinicians, however, who were concerned about the anxiety patients and family
members would experience were they left to interpret results alone. C2 expressed his concern, “Because if I showed everybody all the complete reports they would go crazy...I see 10 little things that could be cancer. It’s not, but every time they write the report they write that down, which means you have to learn how to [...] No one has a normal CT scan.” C5 echoed this concern for misinterpretation, remarking that, “There’s some lab results that are listed as abnormal, so a child may have a really low liver function test, [but] is totally not dangerous.”

The need for clinicians to filter information was further supported by parents. P13 and C5 hinted at a viable solution: providing summarized information prior to a consultation. We found that C5 often communicated summaries to parents verbally as soon as the report was available. P13 told us, “That’s typically when we have the MRI, a week to ten days, usually not too much longer than that is when we actually have a visit in clinic. That’s when [C5] goes over that, but she will also reach out to give us a call after she’s seen him to say is it something we’ll go in detail when we see you in a week or here’s what it is, no change. Something along those lines, but at that summary level.”

Supporting patients’ and parents’ desire for information to prepare for the clinical visit, while respecting the clinicians’ concern regarding patient anxiety and misinterpretation will be the driving consideration for any technology designed to support the patient’s ability to prepare for a clinical visit. Clinicians were particularly concerned about releasing the scan images to patients before they could provide their own interpretive input. The summary, on the other hand, was generally considered an acceptable level of information to provide the patient. As studied by Hassol et al. [11], determining when and what patients and family members deem an acceptable means to receive which subsets of information from their diagnostic radiology report would be an important topic to explore in future work. In addition, it would be equally important to address patient concerns and anxiety through the provision of appropriate contextual information (as shown in S1b–d) accompanying these subsets of information.

**Collaborative Review**

The final use case arising from our interviews with patients, parent, and clinicians is the importance of supporting review of report content over time. Many patients and parents expressed difficulty in processing and encoding all the information while in consultation. P1 describes how the emotional experience of being in the consultation makes processing the presented information difficult. “I feel like sometimes coming up here it makes her so anxious that she doesn’t really have any questions until we get two hours down the road...” P12 reflects on how emotions impact her memory. She recalled that, “You don’t start writing, because the emotions get in the way of what’s really got to happen, and your emotions will run away with you; or you’ll forget.” Patients and parents saw the prototype as an opportunity to facilitate memory recall through record keeping and eased time constraints. P8 explains how a personalized space would help her process and understand the events discussed in the consultation: “Probably at home, to be able to hear what the doctor explains to us about the scans, but then...look through it ourselves on our own time and understand it.”

Others saw the review process as a time to discuss findings with other family members. P11 describes the process by which she obtains domain knowledge from her mother, a registered nurse: “Grandma [will] read them because she is a registered nurse. She’s able to clarify some things that I didn’t really understand that [C5] was going over.”

In addition to investigating appropriate timing for collaborative and individual review of diagnostic radiology reports, our future work will focus on how to best incorporate selected image frames, for situated, collaborative navigation of rich image data, to support collaborative image review through coordinated browsing of report and image content. As a useful starting point, we will look to Mentis and colleagues, who have examined collaborative, anatomical image interaction in the context of remote surgery [21]. While our work applies to diagnostic image reporting for patients and family members (rather than real-time, distributed expert procedures), their insights relating to the use of shared annotation tools and image manipulation techniques among collaborators with varying expertise provide guidance that we look forward to applying to co-located and distributed patient–clinician communication scenarios.

**CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS**

In this paper, we explore how communication-focused technology can be leveraged in the clinical setting to help patients interpret heavily technical diagnostic documents. Through formative studies, we develop design considerations unique to this domain, then evaluate and expand these considerations with a field study using a high-fidelity prototype. Our study has several limitations. The online health forum posts may not necessarily represent the concerns of pediatric patients and family members who participated in our study. The implications of our study findings may not extend to all cases of pediatric family and clinician communication as they are based on a small sample size and specific type of chronic condition.

Still, feedback from patients about the prototype features support our use cases and design considerations and point to new considerations specific to the patient–parent–clinician relationship observed in the consultation. As we continue to address shortcomings of the prototype, we hope to explore how these design considerations play out in different settings, for different imaging modalities, and different patient populations.
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